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“Reconstituted authoritarianism: Islam, service provision
and the state in al-Sisi’s Egypt”
Neil Russell

Department of Social Sciences, Glasgow Caledonian University, Glasgow, UK

ABSTRACT
Social service provision by non-state actors is cited as an important factor in
maintaining authoritarian regime stability in the Middle East. By facilitating their
growth regimes ease the burden on their own shrinking resources and avoid
resultant social unrest. But these arrangements are not politically risk free, with
Islamic opposition groups able to develop substantial social capital. After the Arab
Spring, in which regimes faced mass mobilization, and in some cases, nascent
democratization, authoritarian elites adapted and transformed their tactics of
control to contain newly mobilized societies. Focusing on the crackdown on Islamic
service providers in Egypt since 2013, this article shows when a process of
democratic transition is reversed, reviving previous arrangements of non-state
service provision is deemed unsustainable due to continued political threat. In
response, a model of reconstituted authoritarianism is developed that sees the
utilization of the state apparatus to extend “direct” controls over non-state service
provision, through four strategies: nationalization, corporatization, extraction, and
state building. However, the sustainability of this strategy is tempered by state
capacity. The article offers a path to increased understanding of authoritarian
adaptation after the Arab Spring, and the role of service provision in maintaining
regime stability.

ARTICLE HISTORY Received 8 September 2021; Accepted 17 June 2022
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Introduction

The authoritarian upgrading literature cites the importance of non-state service pro-
vision in maintaining regime stability in Middle East states. Facilitating the growth
of civil society organizations – especially Islamic ones – to provide services allows
authoritarian regimes to ease the burden on their shrinking resources and avoid
social unrest.1 Administrative and bureaucratic regulation enables control over these
groups in an “indirect” form.2 Yet these arrangements are not politically risk free,
with opposition groups able to develop substantial social capital.3 After the 2011
Arab Spring, when regimes faced mass mobilization, and nascent democratization,
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the upgrading strategies that proved so effective “carried social costs that they could not
contain indefinitely”.4 Authoritarian elites responded by transforming their tactics to
“contain newlymobilized societies”.5 Focusing on Egypt’s crackdown on Islamic associ-
ations, this article shows when democratic transitions are reversed, regimes can revise
previous arrangements of non-state service provision due to their political threat. But
how do reconstituted authoritarian regimes reduce their reliance on non-state service
provision, whilst maintaining regime stability? This article argues that authoritarian
regimes can use state institutions to assume “direct” control over the operations of
non-state service providers, whilst reinvigorating the state’s own service apparatus.

The Egyptian state’s relations with Islamic associations began changing after a coup
d’état deposed its first democratically elected president on 3 July 2013, the Muslim
Brotherhood’s Mohamed Morsi, following a two-year transitional period. Over the fol-
lowing months the state, de facto led by then Minister of Defence, Abdel Fattah al-Sisi,
undertook measures to eradicate the Brotherhood as a social and political force. Morsi
was imprisoned alongside the organization’s General Guide, Mohammed Badie, and
his deputy Khairat al-Shater. On 14 August, security forces killed at least 800 Brother-
hood supporters during a sit-in at Cairo’s Rabaa al-Adawiya Square. Thousands more
were arrested as the authorities banned the group and seized their headquarters. The
Brotherhood’s social base was linked to the services provided by Islamic associations.
In December 2013, 1055 Islamic associations were seized under the premise of their
exploitation for political support.6 Whilst previously encouraging these Islamic
actors to provide services, this move confounded expectations around the role of
non-state actors and service provision in transitioning authoritarian regimes.

This article builds theory on the role of non-state service provision in re-establish-
ing authoritarian rule. Drawing on Charles Tilly’s work on “war making and state
making”, it develops a model of reconstituted authoritarianism comprising four strat-
egies: nationalization, corporatization, extraction, and institution-building. Nationali-
zation and corporatization are aimed at neutralizing non-state opponents, while
extraction and institution-building are components of state making, aimed at increas-
ing the state’s service provision role and relatedly, reliance on non-state actors.
Through nationalization the assets of associations were seized with their capabilities
incorporated into state ministries. Corporatization is a form of co-optation which
allowed associations to retain formal autonomy, but with enhanced state controls
over budgets and management appointments. Extraction saw appropriation of
resources from society, through the creation of new state institutions for collecting
and distributing Islamic charity for use in state projects. Institution-building involved
the reinvigoration of the state’s service apparatus, aided by external support and an
increased role for the Egyptian military. However, the long-term feasibility of these
strategies is tempered by state capacity, which determines whether authoritarian con-
solidation is based on governance or coercion.

Previous literature focused on the expanding role of Islamic associations under
authoritarian regimes in Egypt and the Middle East in the 1990s and 2000s.7 Since
Morsi’s deposal, studies have detailed the state’s repression of the Brotherhood’s move-
ment,8 and the wider crackdown on Islamic social and religious institutions, including
state efforts to control private mosques and preaching.9 While the threat al-Sisi’s
regime presents to civil society has been highlighted,10 relatively less attention has
been given to repression of Islamic associations. The most detailed study gave an over-
view of the state’s seizure of the Brotherhood’s schools and medical facilities, using it to
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exemplify the adoption of more confrontational opposition methods.11 This article
provides empirical depth by charting systematically the consequences for seized organ-
izations, and applies this wider strategy of controlling Islamic service provision to con-
ceptualize state-society relations under al-Sisi and its adapted form of authoritarian
rule.

The article firstly situates the case study within the authoritarian resilience litera-
ture. A note on data collection precedes a brief history examining the service provision
balance between Islamic associations and the state across the regimes of Nasser, Sadat,
Mubarak, and the 2011–2013 transition. The empirical sections detail the crackdown
on Islamic associations through the strategies of nationalization, corporatization,
extraction, and institution-building. The penultimate section draws on Tilly’s theory
to create the theoretical model of reconstituted authoritarianism, with the implications
of these findings discussed in the conclusion.

Authoritarian resilience

The literature on authoritarian resilience centres on the “three pillars of stability”:
repression, legitimation, and co-optation.12 Egypt’s re-establishment of authoritarian
rule has relied heavily on repression, with violence against the Brotherhood being
justified through “securitization”, constructing the group as an existential threat,13 as
part of an elite pact against political Islam.14 But repression can have mixed effects.
The violent response to anti-coup protests among Islamist activists in 2013 led to the
suppression of tactics like mass public gatherings, which evolved into smaller, flexible,
decentralised forms of mobilization which better evaded regime repression.15 Conse-
quently, authoritarian consolidation requires regimes to “substitute coercion for gov-
erning by organization, regulation”,16 signalling the need for further stabilizing factors.

Through legitimation, authoritarian regimes pursue active consent among the
population, or minimally, passive obedience and compliance.17 Legitimation strategies
vary by regime type, with closed regimes relying on identity-based legitimacy claims,
while competitive regimes use elections to mimic democratic features.18 Al-Sisi relies
more on the former, with a highly personalized claim to legitimacy, with his mission-
ary role substituting for ideology.19 Representations of external actors as threats to
domestic political developments have also legitimized the expansion and political
influence of the military.20 Religious legitimacy is sought through using the popularity
of al-Azhar, the semi-official religious and historic body of Islamic learning, for politi-
cal legitimisation.21

Authoritarian regimes also engage in co-optation, an inclusionary process strategi-
cally tying relevant actors to regime elites to prevent them becoming political
opponents.22 Existing literature focuses on political parties’ ability to provide institu-
tionalized access to the spoils of power,23 or clientelist distribution of goods for con-
tinued support.24 In Egypt under Sadat and Mubarak, the state incentivised religious
actors to engage in welfare provision to alleviate pressures resulting from declining
state services, as long as they were “depoliticized”.25 In regimes returning to authori-
tarian rule after mass uprisings, protest movements can be fragmented by co-opting
some movement actors, while repressing others posing a political threat to the
regime.26 A similar policy under al-Sisi has fragmented Egypt’s Islamist movement,
with the repression of the Brotherhood contrasting with the co-optation of their
Salafi counterparts.27
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Although Egypt’s re-establishment of authoritarianism draws heavily on this tripod
of strategies, it doesn’t fully explain the range of measures used after periods of mass
mobilization and democratization. In these circumstances, I argue, strategies of “indir-
ect” control, such as co-optation, may require “direct” supplements to consolidate
authoritarian rule. In other cases, the threat of Islamic associations has been con-
fronted through “direct” controls, including nationalizations of private institutions.28

Drawing on Michael Mann’s work, “direct” controls see authoritarian regimes increas-
ingly develop “infrastructural power” to penetrate and control civil society.29 “Direct”
control is reflective of statism, or centralized state control over social and economic
spheres. Under Mubarak, the dismantlement of the public sector meant that the Nas-
serist doctrine of state-guided economic development, including state provision of
education and health care, was cast off.30 Egypt’s political economy under al-Sisi has
reintroduced statist elements.31 This article identifies the use of statism to control
social service sectors as a tactic of authoritarian control. The crackdown on Islamic
associations in Egypt indicates a move away from “indirect” co-optation towards a
form of “direct” control over social sectors engaged in service provision. A renewed
focus on statism and control over service provision indicates a shift in Egyptian
authoritarianism. This is suggestive of revised state-society relations in regimes
seeking to reconstitute authoritarianism after a period of democratization, which is
theorized further following the presentation of empirical results.

Data collection

Due to security concerns, fieldwork for this research was not possible. Nevertheless,
original primary source material from open-source Arabic-language sources provided
a workable alternative. From January 2014 until May 2016, Egypt’s Ministry of Social
Solidarity (MOSS) made monthly pronouncements on its website of the fate of seized
associations, which were reported by the Egyptian press. This article relies on these
press sources, which, in addition to providing numbers of associations seized, nationa-
lized, or subject to closure, also included extended comments from relevant govern-
ment officials. Further background information was gathered from a systematic
process to cover every available edition of online and print news sources between
June 2013 and December 2016, while less frequent searches were conducted
between 2016 and 2019. Key search terms were used for online searches in the archives
of newspapers, including associations ( jam‘iyyat), and the verb to denote the crack-
down process (h al). Using these terms located hundreds of articles detailing relevant
events involving the state’s crackdown on Islamic associations.

There are limitations in relying on newspaper accounts. These reports effectively relay
Egyptian government announcements on the takeover process, without further scrutiny,
due to tightening restrictions on press freedoms in Egypt. Some reports do indicate the
impact of the crackdown on Islamic associations and their volunteers, either those that
were targeted or the impact on others who suffered as a result.32 As such, these sources
provide an account of the seizure process, and the immediate fortunes of each associ-
ation, i.e. nationalization or corporatization. What they cannot tell us are the various
trends in the trajectory of these organizations since this initial period, such as whether
nationalized associations have continued to operate, or eventually ceased to function.
This can only be determined through further research, such as fieldwork, if and when
this is possible, or through the research of Egyptian-based scholars.
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Islamic associations, service provision, and the Egyptian state

Islamic associations represent part of a “mixed economy of charity”, the extent of their
involvement in service provision fluctuating vis-à-vis the state and its own service
apparatus.33 This section charts Egypt’s mixed economy of service provision
between the state and Islamic associations during Egypt’s republican era, focusing
on the regimes of Nasser, Sadat, Mubarak, and the 2011–13 transitional period.

In 1952, the Free Officers’ Movement, led by Gamal Abdel Nasser, launched a suc-
cessful coup to end monarchical rule. The desire for economic growth alongside wealth
redistribution led to the creation of a welfare state, with universal healthcare, social
assistance, and poverty alleviation schemes.34 This established the state as the
primary benefactor of Egyptians.35 Article 66 of Law 32 accorded “public status” for
associations demonstrating significant efficacy and national scope, allowing their
absorption into the state’s bureaucracy.36 In the 1960s, large charitable organizations
providing health services came under government administration,37 alongside hospi-
tals and other service providers,38 including those belonging to the Brotherhood.39

Legal frameworks also curtailed associational autonomy. Law 384 of 1956 authorized
the state to dissolve associations posing a security threat,40 with Islamic associations
prominent targets. In 1966, the management board of al-Gam‘iyya al-Shar‘iyya was
dissolved and replaced by government appointees.41 In 1969, Ansar al-Sunna was
forced to merge with al-Gam‘iyya al-Shar‘iyya for several years.42 Under Nasser the
state increasingly dominated the service sector and Islamic associations.

Islamic associations proliferated as an alternative to the state in the service sector
after Anwar Sadat became president in 1970. He shifted the state’s economic orien-
tation from socialism towards capitalism by initiating economic liberalization, or
infitah ,43 retracting the state’s universal commitment to health and education.
Health programmes faced increased user demand with fewer resources. Public hospi-
tals were left in squalor, with nursing shortages and deterioration in equipment
quality.44 Developing the private health sector was promoted, with new private
clinics and hospitals opening.45 This coincided with the facilitation of Islamic move-
ments in civil society. Islamic activism was encouraged on university campuses46

and the Brotherhood was allowed to re-establish charitable networks.47

After Sadat’s assassination in 1981, Hosni Mubarak assumed the presidency, conti-
nuing economic liberalization and encouraging civil society growth. Amidst a fiscal
crisis, an economic reform programme (ERSAP) was agreed with the IMF and
World Bank in 1991 to reinvigorate economic liberalization.48 The impact of this
pro-market, anti-statist economic approach was a further decline in state welfare,
and increasing NGO activity.49 In Mubarak’s first decade in power, NGOs increased
from around 10,000 to 12,832.50 Within two years of ERSAP’s launch they reached
14,000, rising to 20,000 by 2000.51 On the eve of Mubarak’s deposal in 2011, NGOs
numbered more than 30,000.52 In the mid-1980s Islamic associations represented
about 35% of all voluntary associations, rising to 43% in 1991. By 1993 they comprised
a majority – more than 8000 out of a 14,000 total.53

The Egyptian government facilitated this burgeoning Islamic service sector to alle-
viate pressure during economic restructuring. The Ministry of Awqaf (religious affairs)
pursued its majhud dhati (self-help) policy, encouraging private mosques and Islamic
associations to engage in social service provision.54 Control functions accompanied
this encouragement of associational activity. Law 32 of 1964 and its replacement,
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Law 53 of 1999, provided measures to prevent civil society organizations from enga-
ging in political activity, placing them at risk of closure.55 As a result, under
Mubarak, these Islamic social services “passively” produced social capital for Islamists
such as the Brotherhood, through competent and depoliticized services.56

Mubarak’s removal in 2011 and the initiation of a transitional period bringing open
elections presented new opportunities for Islamic actors to challenge the norm of
depoliticized services. The Brotherhood deployed “highly politicized mobile medical
caravans to establish essentially clientelist linkages with Egypt’s poor” in support of
parliamentary and presidential campaigns in 2012 and 2013.57 After taking the presi-
dency and forming a government, they launched another highly politicized service
campaign in January 2013. This five-month effort represented “a nationwide effort
at voter mobilization” to boost the Brotherhood’s prospects in expected parliamentary
elections later that year.58 “Together We Build Egypt” included more than 2000
medical caravans, 1635 co-operative food markets, 1534 school refurbishments, 827
street cleaning efforts, and 257 craftsmen delivering household repairs.59 But this poli-
ticization had repercussions for the wider Islamic service sector after the 2013 coup
and authoritarian reconstitution under al-Sisi.

The crackdown on Islamic associations under al-Sisi

After Morsi’s deposal, the Egyptian state under al-Sisi undertook a campaign to neu-
tralize the Brotherhood’s threat, with social services a prime target. This section details
the four strategies used for “direct” control over the Islamic service sector – nationa-
lization, corporatization, extraction, and institution-building – which are then com-
bined to build the theoretical model of reconstituted authoritarianism. The legal
process for the Brotherhood’s dismantlement began on 23 September 2013, when
the Court for Urgent Matters banned “all activities” of the group and “any institution
derived from it”.60 This ruling facilitated the crackdown on social institutions with
alleged Brotherhood affiliations, with 1055 Islamic associations seized on 23 Decem-
ber.61 At the beginning of 2011, 31,000 associations were registered with MOSS,
rising to 35,500 during the transitional period,62 at least half being Islamic-based.63

Seized associations therefore represented around 6% of the total number of Islamic
associations in Egypt, indicating a targeted strategy over associations deemed a politi-
cal threat, rather than a wholesale takeover.

The fate of seized associations was determined through regional committees formed
across Egypt’s 27 governorates, comprising representatives of the MOSS, the General
Federation of NGOs (GFNGOs), and other economic and administrative “experts”.64

In each governorate, lists of seized associations passed to regional GFNGOs branches,
which audited management boards, their activities and financial positions, before pro-
viding recommendations to MOSS.65 Beginning in February 2014, MOSS made
monthly announcements on the fate of seized associations. Table 1 shows the
outcome of either nationalization or corporatization for seized associations from the
first pronouncements until their end on March 2016.

A large majority of seized associations, 743 out of 989 were nationalized, with their
registration dissolved, and full control of any assets or operations being placed in the
hands of state ministries or used as subsidies for other state-led associations.66 Justifi-
cation for dissolution included absence of discernible presence, such as a headquarters
or on-the-ground activities. Those identified as “major associations” with “visible
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activities” such as health or education services continued to operate.67 These associ-
ations became managed and controlled directly through the ministries of Social Soli-
darity, Health, and Education.

The most prominent example of nationalization was the January 2016 absorption
of all 28 of the Islamic Medical Association’s (IMA) branches into the Ministry of
Health. The IMA was a well-known Brotherhood affiliate and the centrepiece of its
service apparatus. Founded in 1978, the IMA began as a single charitable medical
clinic in Cairo, before expanding nationwide.68 The IMA was highly revered
within the Brotherhood, with the association’s secretary general and parliamentar-
ian, Gamal Heshmat, lamenting its seizure on Facebook: “When I heard the
news, I felt like they killed or arrested a son of mine. They are brutally demolishing
all we ever built”.69 Egypt’s former Grand Mufti Ali Goma‘a, who provided Islamic
legal justifications for the massacre of Brotherhood anti-coup protestors at al-Nahda
and Rabaa al-Adawiya squares in August 2013,70 was appointed the new IMA chair.
The Brotherhood’s flagship social institution was taken over by a state committed to
the group’s eradication, with its new figurehead a prominent figure of “official”
Islam actively promoting that process.

Nationalization extended to 50 hospitals, 100 schools, and 70 nurseries.71 Further
seizures included the assets of more than 700 individuals, 532 companies, 2 factories,
14 currency-exchanges, 522 regional headquarters, and 400 feddans of agricultural
land.72 Five publishing houses were taken over by the Ministry of Culture.73 The ware-
houses and 15 branches of Zad supermarkets, owned by Brotherhood deputy-chair,
Khairat al-Shater, were confiscated.74 Police forces also closed 26 branches of the
supermarket chain Seoudi, owned by a Brotherhood-affiliated businessman. The Min-
istry of Supply reopened the outlets through a state-run holding company.75 By
absorbing food distribution networks set up by the Brotherhood the state added to
its own service infrastructure.

Through nationalizations, the Egyptian state assumed direct control over a variety
of service providers with varying Brotherhood affiliations, including charitable associ-
ations, health and education providers, and food distribution networks. The nationa-
lization strategy represents an attempt to eradicate domestic rivals by incorporating
them into the state apparatus, thus providing increased state legitimation.

Corporatization

Corporatism is a form of co-optation, where NGO’s retain formal autonomy, yet with
enhanced state controls over budgets and management appointments. Under corpora-
tist state-society relations, “representative” organizations for civil society act as “regu-
latory agencies on behalf of the state”.76 These agencies license social actors under their
umbrella,77 creating a dependent relationship where economic benefits are released in
exchange for ceding organizational autonomy, like leader selection.78

Table 1. Nationalization.

Outcome Number

Nationalization 743
Corporatization 246
Total 989
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The corporatization strategy was engineered towards ensuring continuing services
but with enhanced state oversight to prevent venture into political activism. This saw
financial controls and management changes in 246 associations, for “links to the ter-
rorist Brotherhood” and “financial irregularities”.79 After the replacement of manage-
ment boards, an association’s finances would be released subject to approval from the
MOSS and GFNGOs,80 allowing their continuation under the supervision of a state-
appointed board. This applied to al-Gam‘iyya al-Shar‘iyya, a major nationally-net-
worked Islamic association, which had 138 of its 1100 branches seized. A collaborative
process between MOSS and GFNGOs aimed to purge the branches of Brotherhood
influence. Oversight of the groups’ leadership was accompanied by a licence to
solicit donations under a detailed auditing process. On 1 April 2015, the MOSS
licensed al-Gam‘iyya al-Shar‘iyya to raise £50 m EGY ($3 m) for the following
financial year, but under strict oversights over its collection and use.81 Receipts for
all donations and their spending within each branch were to be handed over to the
MOSS for auditing. The state’s corporatization strategy thereby enforced a strict scru-
tinization over the finances and projects of one of Egypt’s most prominent non-state
providers.

Extraction: state appropriation of Islamic charity

Egypt’s Islamic associations have been described as “a largely ‘unincorporated’ class”,82

due to their autonomous source of financing through zakat donations.83 Religious
charitable endowments were exempt from state supervision under Law 32, which
restricts independent collection of funds for associations.84 In January 2014, the Min-
ister of Awqaf announced the funds of all Islamic associations would be more closely
monitored.85 A task force was formed to monitor mosques, religious lessons, and
prayers, to prevent any association soliciting or collecting donations.86

Subsequently, a new state-sanctioned institution was created to collect and distri-
bute Islamic charity. Established in 2014, Bayt al-Zakat is an ostensibly independent
body.87 Its statutes define its organizational structure as independent from govern-
ment, under the supervision of al-Azhar and headed by its Grand Shaykh, Ahmed
al-Tayyib. However, state representation is strong on its board of directors, which
includes al-Tayyib, a General Secretary, the Minister of Awqaf, representatives of
other ministries, as well as a team of experts in administration, economics, and
other fields.88 The general secretary of Kuwait’s own Bayt al-Zakat is also on the
board, alongside representatives of state-led Gulf charities from Bahrain and the
UAE.89 The establishment of Egypt’s Bayt al-Zakat was modelled on Kuwait’s insti-
tution, with guidance from other Gulf states who established stringent oversights
over charitable endowments. Unlike its Gulf counterparts, Egypt’s Bayt al-Zakat
relies on voluntary zakat donations, limiting the amount it can extract.

Bayt al-Zakat’s method of collection includes the opening of dedicated bank
accounts enabling wire transfer of zakat donations.90 Other methods include a dedi-
cated telephone line, or an SMS, with each message costing £10 EGY.91 In 2015, its
first year of operation, Bayt al-Zakat’s budget for the period from February to Septem-
ber was roughly £350 m EGY (around $20 m).92 During this period, it received
millions in payments from prominent businessmen, whilst Bahrain and the UAE
also made significant contributions.93 It is estimated that around 75% of zakat
donations are made during Ramadan, falling across June and July in 2015. Although
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this figure refers only to an 8-month period, the full accounts of this first year were
unlikely to be substantially above this £350 m EGY figure. By 2019, the yearly
budget of Bayt al-Zakat had more than doubled to reach £800 m EGY.94 Although a
significant increase, it remained less than 5% of Egypt’s overall yearly zakat estimates
of £17b EGY.95 Despite the state’s attempts appropriate Islamic charity, these figures
question the extent to which Bayt al-Zakat has limited regime challengers’ access to
zakat donations. Instead, Bayt al-Zakat’s main benefactors suggest it has operated
more successfully as an outlet for regime allies and supporters to demonstrate their
loyalty. It faces significant obstacles, such as the informal and localized nature of
zakat donations, which make it a particularly difficult resource to penetrate. There
may be a reluctance on the part of those giving donations to redirect zakat centrally,
rather than being utilized locally. Therefore, the statization of zakat would require a
complete transformation in behavioural practice for much of Egypt’s population,
requiring substantial state capacity for such widespread penetration of civil society.

The resources Bayt al-Zakat has been able to extract have still been used to benefit
state projects focused on economic development, reflecting the state’s developmental
objectives. Its statutes specify part of its strategy is building a strong economy,
through charitable funds for small income-generating development, to reduce unem-
ployment and establish local projects in education and health.96 In 2015, £20 m EGY
financed a joint project between Bayt al-Zakat and the Egyptian Holding Company for
Drinking Water, installing home water connections in poor villages in the Sharqiya,
Sohag, Asyut and Minya governorates.97 Also in 2015, Bayt al-Zakat allocated £100
m EGY for treating the Hepatitis C virus, cooperating with the Ministry of Health,98

while funds were used to build 1,000 social housing units.99 The zakat funds, appro-
priated by an ostensibly state-backed body, have therefore contributed to state building
efforts and the wider developmental agenda of the Egyptian government, whilst
siphoning off funds previously accessed by Islamic associations for their own activities.

Institution-building

By strengthening the components of the state that provide social services, a previous
reliance on non-state actors can be compensated for, while cultivating loyalty to the
state among its citizens. This section details three components of institution-building
contributing to the provision of social services: support from international financial
institutions for state welfare; the (attempted) reinvigoration of state ministries
engaged in service provision; and an expanded role for the military in social service
provision.

Shifting norms among international financial institutions has supported the state’s
expanding service role. To secure loans from the IMF, Egypt agreed to cut food and
energy subsidies significantly. In the 2012/2013 budget, energy subsidies amounted
to £120 billion EGY, with food subsidies at £32.5 billion EGY.100 The IMF agreed to
lend Egypt $12 billion over three years as part of its economic reform programme,
enabling increased service provision to compensate for reduced subsidies. In 2015
the IMF mission chief for Egypt, Christopher Jarvis, noted that, “to help the poor
weather the reforms, the government is increasing cash transfers and spending on
health, education, and infrastructure”.101 In contrast to its pre-2013 stance, the IMF
was now making “explicit recommendations to expand health and education spending
and services”.102 An IMF report stated: “Phasing out fuel subsidies created more room
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in the budget for better-targeted social spending, as well as more investment in health,
education, and public infrastructure”.103 By the 2014/2015 budget, energy subsidies
had dropped to £104.5 billion EGY, falling again to £93 billion EGY and £62 billion
EGY the following two years. Spending on health, meanwhile, was at £31.6 billion
EGY in 2012/2013, rising to £49 billion EGY by 2015/2016. Education rose from
£73 billion EGY to £110 billion EGY in 2015/2016. By the end of the loan period, in
the 2018/2019 budget, health spending continued to increase to £98 billion EGY,
while education rose to £159 billion EGY.104

In part, these increases mirror President al-Sisi’s rhetoric on “social justice”.105 In
the 2014 constitution, minimum spending levels for the health and education
budgets were set. Over the previous decade, public health expenditures averaged 2%
of GDP, one of the lowest among Arab states.106 In response, the new constitution
required the government to commit to global averages, with Article 18 stipulating at
least 3% of GDP to health and Article 19 specifying 4% on education. However, as
of 2019, as a percentage of GDP, the size of the education sector actually decreased
from 3.6% in the 2018 financial year to 2.5% in 2019, with health spending only at
1.6% of GDP in 2018, meaning both sectors fell below constitutional targets. 107

These figures question the extent to which the Egyptian state has been able to rein-
vigorate its service apparatus.

The World Bank also held that reforms enabling private investment in infrastruc-
ture would free up public funds for education, health, and social protection.108 In 2015,
it directly provided funds for social service programmes with $400 million for two cash
transfer programmes – Takaful (insurance) and Karama (dignity) – aimed at mitigat-
ing the negative impacts of the subsidy reforms on the poorest sectors of Egypt’s popu-
lation.109 Takaful provides a basic monthly cash transfer of £325 EGY with support for
up to 3 children, while Karama provides elderly citizens above 65 years of age, and citi-
zens with severe disabilities, a monthly pension of £450 EGY. The MOSS uses a target-
ing method using means testing in geographical regions, to identify areas with the
highest poverty levels. However, an impact evaluation study of the programme
showed only 20% of the poorest quintile benefitted from the programme’s coverage.110

This is linked to a poor targeting mechanism in use of household information, result-
ing in inefficient use of the programmes’ expenditure. While equipped with the
material resources to improve conditions for its poorest citizens, the Egyptian state
still appears to lack the organizational competency required for its rollout.

Despite IMF and World Bank assistance, Egypt’s poverty rate actually increased by
4.7% over 2017 and 2018 to 32.5% of the population.111 This was partly due to real
public wages decreasing, with an inflation rate at more than 10%, and rising fuel
prices during energy subsidy reductions.112 In 2014, when energy subsidies reduced
by £30 billion EGY, energy prices rose by 40%, which included gas, fuel, and electricity
for households.113 Whilst compensatory policies aimed to balance out fiscal changes by
providing cash subsidies, the cost of living rose so high that the value of handouts was
insufficient. Despite renewed focus on the state’s welfare apparatus, the overall net
effect of statist interventions has not produced vastly improved outcomes for
Egypt’s poor.

The Egyptian military also played an expanded role in the provision of social ser-
vices. In December 2016, army trucks distributed 8 million food cartons across gover-
norates at subsidized prices.114 During Ramadan 2017, millions more subsidized boxes
were distributed carrying Armed Forces’ Supply Authority labels.115 The military has
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coordinated with state ministries to distribute food and other services to citizens, in
2016 joining with the Ministry of Health to distribute 30 million packages of infant
milk at half price to pharmacies.116 In May 2018, it coordinated with the Ministry
of Supply across various governorates during Ramadan to provide 2.7 million food
cartons.

The military’s increased role also developed in food distribution networks. The
National Service Products Organisation – established under Sadat in the 1970s to
achieve self-sufficiency for the military – manufactures military and civilian products.
In 2016, its sale of food to civilian markets increased exponentially, providing 250 tons
of meat and commodities at reduced prices through 700 outlets.117 In 2017, it provided
local markets with 300,000 tons of meat, poultry, and cooking oil, both through its own
outlets and those of the Ministry of Supply.118 In January 2019, 600,000 food packages
were given as a religious donation to the residents of 18 “development communities”
under construction by the Armed Forces’ Engineering Authority in North and South
Sinai.119 Mirroring the militarization of the ruling regime, the Egyptian military has
become an important actor in social service delivery under al-Sisi.

Reconstituted authoritarianism

Figure 1 outlines the model of reconstituted authoritarianism resulting from the four
strategies identified above from the Egyptian case. Charles Tilly’s theory on “war
making and state making” is introduced to conceptualize these strategies, both those
aimed at neutralizing non-state actors, and those utilizing state institutions to increase
the state’s service provision role. The intervening variable of state capacity determines
whether the dependent variable of reconstituted authoritarianism will be strong or
weak.

Tilly’s theory of “war making and state making” is useful for understanding the shift
from “indirect” to “direct” rule, and distinguishing between strategies aimed at “neu-
tralising” the organizational autonomy of non-state actors, and those which forestall

Figure 1. State responses to control Islamic associations through “direct” control.
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the need for non-state service provision. Tilly argues that through “state-making” and
“extraction”, fledgling states could neutralize domestic opponents.120 For Tilly, “a state
that successfully eradicates its internal rivals strengthens its ability to extract
resources”,121 which are then used for state building to centralize the state apparatus.
States establish authority by transitioning from “indirect” to “direct” rule. Prior to the
French Revolution, most European governments relied on “indirect” rule through
local magnates. But as collaborators rather than officials, they remained “potential
rivals, possible allies of a rebellious people”.122 Outsourcing service provision to
non-state actors presents a similar risk for contemporary regimes. Tilly argues that
states reduced their reliance on indirect forms of rule by extending their official pres-
ence in local communities through state agencies rather than local patrons.123 For
reconstituted authoritarian regimes, neutralizing local rivals necessitates the enforce-
ment of “direct” controls over service provision.

Nationalization and corporatization represent strategies to neutralize non-state
actors. The Egyptian case demonstrates that the clearest form of “direct” control
occurs when a state incorporates existing associations into its own infrastructure
through nationalization. Although regimes can simply shut down the operations of
civil society organizations deemed to pose a threat,124 doing so could be problematic
when their very existence is partly a result of state strategy to avoid social unrest. Natio-
nalization enables services to continue, while the provider shifts from the private sector
to the state. This practice can be observed in other authoritarian regimes such as
China, where NGOs have been vulnerable to government takeover through absorption
within state institutions.125 Nationalizing service providers establishes direct control
through the state apparatus to eliminate rivals. Corporatism, meanwhile, represents
an indirect strategy of co-optation that can supplement direct controls such as natio-
nalization. Despite formal independence, incorporation turns associations into an
extension of the state’s governance, providing a cost-effective means of control.126

This strategy is prevalent in authoritarian regimes in Muslim-majority states in sub-
Saharan Africa,127 East Asia,128 and the Middle East.129

Extraction and institution-building represent distinct but related dimensions of
state making. Extraction, including taxes or foreign aid, provides material resources
for regimes to maintain socio-economic stability.130 The potential of Islamic charity
as a revenue stream was already recognized in several Muslim-majority states. In
Malaysia and Pakistan, states centralized its collection and distribution.131 State over-
sight of zakat is commonplace in the Gulf, with increased “statization” in Jordan and
the Palestinian West Bank.132 Extraction of zakat not only appropriates the resource
base of Islamic rivals, but provides a resource for the state’s own priorities. Insti-
tution-building is an extension of the state’s own infrastructure, including service pro-
vision. Through domination of service provision, states can “disrupt alternative social-
service networks”, depriving non-state actors from “connecting and gaining credibility
with the masses”.133 State-provided services can “cultivate dependence” through
citizen loyalty, helping sustain authoritarian rule.134 In the Gulf, social safety nets
negated the need for services to be “outsourced” to non-state actors,135 while Indone-
sia’s developmental focus removed service provision as a means of Islamist mobiliz-
ation.136 Robust state provision may explain divergent outcomes during the Arab
Spring, with wealthier oil-producing Gulf monarchies able to increase “benefits in
return for obedience”, unlike post-populist republics like Egypt and Syria.137 Reconsti-
tuting authoritarian regimes, like al-Sisi’s Egypt, engage in institution-building to
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reinvigorate their own service apparatus as a means of forestalling challengers and
insulating against future socio-economic disruption.

The Egyptian case shows that despite pursuing these strategies, their efficacy is tem-
pered by the state’s capacity to realize its goals. State capacity operates as an interven-
ing variable, determining whether authoritarian reconstitution is strong or weak.
Comprehensive state-led strategies for change depend on “the overall capacity of a
state to realise transformative goals across multiple spheres”.138 High levels of infra-
structural capacity are associated with authoritarian durability.139 State capacities
can be separated into coercive, extractive, and administrative, the latter two pertinent
for Egypt’s reconstituted authoritarianism.140 Extractive capacity is measured by col-
lecting data on government revenue collections,141 or the proportion of zakat
donations retrieved. This article shows that in Egypt’s case, the state’s capacity is
limited. Administrative capacity relates to organizational capabilities, including the
delivery of public services, with material resources providing the means to enact
policy.142 Effective organization includes technical competence and coordination
across the state’s territory and social groupings.143 This article demonstrates Egypt’s
ability to increase material resources for institution-building, but its organizational
incompetence undermines its reinvigoration of state services. Therefore, the long-
term durability of reconstituted authoritarianism, particularly in resource-poor
states such as Egypt, is consequently contingent on having sufficient state capacity
to consolidate authoritarian rule.

Conclusion

Egypt’s reconstituted authoritarianism under al-Sisi aims to neutralize the social
capital accrued by Islamic associations’ service provision, and the benefits this pro-
duced for the government’s Islamist opponent, the Muslim Brotherhood. Through
nationalization, the Egyptian state enforced “direct” controls over Islamic non-state
actors engaged in service provision. However, the select number targeted out of a
much greater total indicates a more limited effort to neutralize political challengers,
rather than a wholesale takeover of the Islamic social sector. This suggests that the
Egyptian state may still tolerate Islamic non-state actors engaged in service provision
– by necessity if not preference – but will readily deploy statist measures against those
perceived as a political threat. Attempts to occupy a greater role in service provision by
engaging in extraction and institution-building may generate increasing levels of legiti-
macy, while reducing the need to rely on non-state actors engaged in service provision.
However, this is a long-term process which requires ongoing monitoring. Indications
from this article suggest that the Egyptian state’s renewed emphasis on state welfarism
is limited by organizational capacity, coupled with a generally bleak outlook for its
economy. Attempts to statize the collection and distribution of zakat donations indi-
cate a potential growth area to generate resources for institution-building. Yet rhetoric
over state control is belied by relatively modest zakat levels extracted by Bayt al-Zakat.
As with nationalization, these strategies appear better geared towards forestalling rivals
rather than fundamentally reshaping Islamic charity more broadly.

This article contributes to the authoritarian upgrading literature by arguing that
during periods of authoritarian transition, regimes may revise previous arrangements
where non-state provision of social services served to stabilize regimes socio-economi-
cally. The Egyptian case suggests that a change in orientation for the role of service
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provision is seen as a legitimating factor; and that a move from “indirect” co-optation
towards an enhanced “direct” role for the state is in order to maintain power. To make
this argument, the article developed the model of reconstituted authoritarianism, with
the four strategies of nationalization, corporatization, extraction, and institution-
building representing the shift from “indirect” to “direct” relations with actors
engaged in welfare provision. This change reflects Tilly’s conceptualization of state for-
mation, whereby the state apparatus is utilized to neutralize domestic rivals, in this
case, through extraction and institution-building. The article also makes several con-
tributions to debates on post-2013 Egypt under al-Sisi. It offers a conceptualization of
the structure of authoritarianism in Egypt, going beyond the much-highlighted repres-
sive dimension, by focusing on state-society relations and the often-overlooked role of
service provision during political transition. In addition, its findings on an enhanced
role for the state apparatus adds to a growing literature on the statist dimensions of
al-Sisi’s rule. Finally, it offers a significant empirical contribution to the literature on
the repression of the Brotherhood’s social mobilization, by systematically charting
the outcome of Islamic associations seized after the coup.
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